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Automorphisms of Finite p-Groups 
A well-known theorem of I’. Hall states that an automorphism of a finite 
p-group which induces the identity automorphism on the factor group of 
the Frattini subgroup is of order a power ofp. In the present note we establish 
a dual result. 
'I'IIEOREX Let G be n$nite p-group und let I:’ be u subgroup which is A4beliavl 
of e,xponent at most p” > 2 and is mnximal subject to these restrictions. Let II be 
an uutomorphism of G u&h leuues each element of E invariant. Then the ode, 
qf a is a pozCer of p. 
The essential case of this theorem is, of course, when p” is p for /, odd or 
4 for p = 2. It is not true when p” =- 2 as is seen by taking G to be the 
quaternion group of order 8. WC note that the validity of the theorem is 
unaffected if it is supposed that E is normal Xbelian of exponent p” 2 and 
is maximal subject to these restrictions, for such a subgroup satisiies the 
conditions of the theorem according to a recent result of Alperin [I]. 
Lemma 8.12 of [2] and Hilfssatz 1.5 of [3] ‘ue immediate consequences of 
the theorem. 
It will be proved by induction on the order of G. Let C,’ be the centralizer 
of B in G and let D be the Frattini subgroup of G. Then .X leaves C invariant 
and B is an hbelian subgroup of CD of exponent at most p” 2 and is 
maximal subject to these restrictions. Hence if CD .< G, it follows from the 
inductive hypothesis that ti induces on CD an automorphism of order p’ 
for some integer 7. Let p : CY~“. If t E G and a E B, then [u, t] t D and is 
therefore left invariant by ,B. -1ccordingly 
[a, t] =: [a, t]” = [ad, t”] = [a, to]. 
Thus t -‘at = (t”)-‘atfl and t”t-’ commutes with any element of E. Hence 
tP = ut for some u E C. We have UP = u and ~1’” -= I ; therefore /3fln leaves t 
invariant. ‘rhus 01@’ is the identity automorphism. 
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We thus suppose, henceforth, that CD = G. By the fundamental property 
of the Frattini subgroup C = G, that is, E is contained in the center of G. 
Hence I!’ consists precisely of the elements of G of order at most plL, for such 
an element together with B generates an Ahelian subgroup of exponent at 
most p”. ‘I%e theorem will bc proved by applying the inductive hypothesis 
to a quotient group of G. 
We suppose of course that E +- G. Then let A hc a normal subgroup of G 
such that K Y E, K is left invariant by n and K is minimal subject to these 
restrictions. Of course K/l?’ is elementary Abelian. We denote by s an element 
of K not lying in I?‘. Note that for an!- element .X of G such that [s, S] E- I:‘, we 
have 
[s, S]” -= [s”, ,x] I) 
since sp lies in B and hence in the center of G. Hence 
(pql’” = s”tI”~,y?“~[,y ,,q’i,“, ~ 2”‘pp~L/‘t~ (1) 
for any integer m, since p” ;, 2. \Ve apply this first with x := sz as we may 
since s” E K. Since sJ’ E E, (s”)” = (P)N := sp. ‘I’hus (1) reduces to (.v~s”)J”’ = 1. 
Hence S” = s?: for some 21 E E. It follows from the definition of K that K is 
generated by s and B. Hence K is Abelian and the set of p’“-th powers of 
elements of K is a normal subgroup N of G of order p. N is generated by ~1~‘. 
K/S is an -4helian subgroup of G,IIV of exponent at most p”; we prove 
next that is is maximal subjjcct to these restrictions. To do this suppose that 
yp” E A’ and that [y, K] < ~1~; 1. vc must show that ~1 E K. We have yj’* = s1J7L~ 
for some integer r/. Clearly [s, y] E I? and we may apply (1) to s-(Jy. Thus 
(s-gy)“” = 1 and s~“J* E 1:. IHence y E K, as required. We observe next 
that ~~1“ induces the unit automorphism 011 hJ.Y’, for .slil“ = FU~,~’ :- 5. It 
follows from the inductke hypothesis that 2 
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P” induces an automorphism of 
order p“ on G/S. Hence ~1) is the identitv automorphism, as required. 
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